Cern, Tebow, Kim Davis, 3 Days of Darkness
This morning, I want to respond to a letter I received from Charlene,
and this is the second letter she has written to me and, believe it or
not, it is easier for me to do a video than to respond by writing, so
Charlene, this video is for you. "Hello, I sent a previous letter
yesterday,' thank you very much Charlene, "I watch all your YouTube
videos. Can you write to me or do a video on" and then she lists “The
Catholic Prophecy of "The Three Days of Darkness". A YouTube video
says it's in the Bible."
Well I do believe it's in the Bible, Charlene, although not specifically
referred to as "Three Days of Darkness". If you read Revelations 16, I
think you will find that the "end times comet" as described in that
chapter includes “Three Days of Darkness". If you want to know more
about the End Times comet or asteroid or planetary body which enters
into our solar system and disrupts life here on earth, go to "These Last
Days Ministries" website and you will read the prophecies given to
Veronica Lueken at Bayside. Now these prophecies are not yet
approved by the Church. I believe they will be. I have yet to see
anything in those prophecies that are inaccurate so I recommend that
you read those Charlene.
And she continues: "Second, can you tell me about the CERN Hadron
Collider in Geneva, Switzerland. It's to be turned on September 22nd23rd and reach interdimensional galaxy and bring in Lucifer and his
demons and unclean spirits to the surface of the earth causing chaos
and evil spirits and demons to roam the world." I'm not sure if that's in
Scripture or not. I don't believe they are up to any good at CERN. I
know they have 666 in their logo and they have a statue of Kali outside
the headquarters. They are giving honor to Lucifer because they want
him to help in their understanding of the universe and he is not going to
give them a true understanding. They are not going to worship God
from what they find out at the CERN headquarters at the Hadron
Collider.
So, I agree with you; it's very possible they will unleash demons on the
earth but I don't know that exactly. Now in Scripture, the angel which
unleashed the plague of locusts is actually Martin Luther. His fivemonth plague of locusts is symbolic. It refers to five centuries. He gave
his 95 Theses on Halloween of the year 1517 and five centuries from
there would be the Fall of 2017. I believe that is when that prophecy
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will be concluded. That is when the locusts will stop plaguing mankind.
I'm not sure if that's what you are referring to Charlene so, if you write
again, give me the exact Scripture that you want me to address.
And now she says, "Nostradamus predicts CERN causing a time warp
in Geneva, Switzerland, death of many people in releasing demonic
spirits from Hell.” Well, let me say this about Nostradamus.
Nostradamus was a seer but not necessarily a prophet. A prophet has
a specific job to bring about repentance. That is his primary duty. For
example, Jonah was a great prophet even though his prophecy did not
come true. He said that the city of Nineveh would be destroyed in forty
days and it was not destroyed in 40 days but he achieved his primary
goal. The entire city repented from the king even down to the animals.
They wore sackcloth and ashes.
Very much like Jeane Dixon, Nostradamus could see the future, I have
no doubt about that, but how much of a prophet he was, I'm not sure.
Did he bring about repentance? Was that his primary goal? I don't
consider myself a true prophet. I have not yet seen repentance from
my prophecies. This is my great failing so far. People say I fail because
there was no 44th Super Bowl. That was not a failing. For example,
when a mother tells her child "don't touch the stove or you will burn
your fingers," that's a true prophecy. If the child never touches the
stove, the prophecy came true because the mother was a true prophet.
She prevented the catastrophe from happening. Now, if the child
touches the stove, burns his fingers, it's still a true prophecy. The
prophecy came true but actually, the mother failed as a prophet
because he did not protect himself from burning and the same way
with America being burned with fire.
I can tell you right now Babylon is primarily the United States. We will
be burned with fire in one hour. If that prophecy does not come true
and America repents, then I have succeeded as a prophet. So, as I
have often said, a prophet succeeds when his prophecy fails. I would
also like to mention here that America has already been taken over by
the Antichrist and I don't mean Barack Obama and we see that, for
example, when Tim Tebow is blackballed from the NFL. He is
blackballed for only one reason and that's because he is an outspoken
Christian.
And we also see it in that clerk in Kentucky who refused to issue
marriage licenses to homosexuals. She was doing the right thing and
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she said it was based on her Christian principles but that was also
based on her American principles. It's very important to understand
that not only Christianity but also Judaism, Islam, I would say most
religions of the world, oppose homosexual marriage. That is purely
demonic and therefore, when she refused to issue licenses to gays,
she was practicing her American right of Freedom of Religion, not just
Christianity.
Therefore, we need to understand that we are no longer “one nation
under God". We are not 3 over 2, we are 2 over 3, that is man over
God, and of course, as you my regular subscribers know, 2 over 3
yields the decimal .666; therefore, America is right now under the reign
of the Antichrist. And Charlene continues: “The Bible supposed to
predict Lucifer being pulled out of Hell with his demons says on a
YouTube video quoting the Bible. Can you write to me about the
Catholic "Three Days of Darkness" etc." Well, thank you Charlene. I
hope I've covered those topics for you. Please write again whenever
you feel like it. And as I said before, it's easier for me actually to do a
video than to send you a written letter.
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